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Abstract In the context of structural analysis of de-
scriptor systems (i.e. Eẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), with E
singular, also called singular systems, generalized state
space systems, or di�erential-algebraic systems [1, 2, 3]),
this paper proposes an extension of existing procedures
to determine the state-space descriptor form from the
bond graph model, relaxing simpli�ed assumptions. Us-
ing this state-space representation, we also propose to
build the exact corresponding digraph of a (bi)causal
bond graph. This correspondence is used to rigorously
adapt, by means of the digraph tool, the graphical com-
putation of the characteristic polynomial det (sE−A) or
the determinant of the Rosenbrock matrix det (P(s)) di-
rectly from the bond graph model (not presented in this
paper).
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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the structural analysis of
bond graph models, aiming at extending the existing
framework on state-space determination, and proposing a
procedure that builds the exact corresponding directed-
graph (i.e. digraph) of a (bi)causal bond graph. This
extends the symbolic determination of state space repre-
sentation procedures on LTI regular systems [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
to the class of LTI descriptor systems with regular matrix
pencil. From the algebraic point of view, such a system
can be described by:

Σd :

{
Eẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the descriptor state vector, u(t) ∈ Rm
the input vector, y(t) ∈ Rp the output vector and
E,A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, C ∈ Rp×n , D ∈ Rp×m, with a
regular matrix pencil (sE−A), that is det(sE−A) 6= 0,
and s the Laplace variable.

Descriptor systems have been widely studied in the
literature [1, 2, 3] to answer to mechatronic modeling
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requirements for representing algebraic constraint equa-
tions that may occur in electrical networks [2, 3] or
mechanical systems [9], leading to Di�erential-Algebraic
Equations (DAE) with singular matrix E in (1). Descrip-
tor systems are also called singular system, generalized
state space systems or di�erential algebraic systems [3].
Structural analysis on linear descriptor systems has been
theoretically formalized on digraphs [10], on matroids
[11] and on bond graphs [12, 13].

The class of systems targeted in this paper is the
one represented by causal or bicausal bond graph
models, without necessary integral preferred causality
assignment, potentially with zero-order causal paths
(ZCP) of type 1ZCP , 2ZCP , 3ZCP , 4ZCP in the
classi�cation of [14, 15], and R and/or I/C �elds.
For obvious reasons the only assumption enabling the
proposed procedure to be applied is the respect of global
causality constraints which guaranty a solvable junction
structure (and excludes for instance ZCP of class 5). The
regularity of the matrix pencil in (1) will be discussed
and proven for this class of bond graph models.

The matching proposed in this paper is used to
generalize graphical procedures on bond graph from the
ones on digraph [4, 5, 13, 16, 17]. In fact, using the
digraph and the related frameworks on regular [18, 19]
and descriptor systems [10], this matching enables the
characteristic polynomial det (sE−A) or, in the case of
square systems (m = p), the determinant of the Rosen-
brock matrix 1 det (P(s)) directly from the bond graph
model to be determined [21]. These determinants are
used for instance to graphically determine the structure
at in�nity of the system [22] or to identify the pres-
ence of impulsive modes on power or energy variables [21].

The present paper is organized as follows. Section
2 brings some background on the junction structure
matrix and proposes some extensions to account for
any power-variable of the system. Section 3 proposes
to extend the symbolic determination of the state space
linear descriptor system from a (bi)causal bond graph
model, highlighting an important result about the
regularity of its pencil sE − A. Section 4 presents the
graphical procedure to obtain a digraph model that
exactly matches to the bond graph model, and gives
an illustrative example. The conclusion outlines some
targeted applications and suggests some directions for
future works.

1 The Rosenbrock matrix (also named system matrix) P(s) ∈

R(n+m)×(n+m) of Σd (1) is de�ned by P(s) =

(
sE−A B
−C D

)
[20]

2 Junction Structure Matrix

2.1 Original form

The physical and energetical characteristics of the bond
graph representation are described in this paper with
the junction structure matrix approach, originally intro-
duced by Rosenberg [23, 24]. This approach enables
a global consideration of the junction structure of the
model and its causal implications on storage elements,
dissipative elements, sources and sensors. It suits to the
graphical approach of the structural analysis on bond
graph. Also it is used in the present paper to determine
the state-space equations for the class of bond graph
models previously introduced.

From a condensed representation of the junction
structure (Figure 1), the storage elements, the dissipa-
tion elements, the sources, the sensors, and the signi�cant
vectors of the causal form, Rosenberg has established
the expression of the outputs of the junction structure in
terms of the inputs. This leads to a state-space repre-
sentation, regular (2) or singular (1), depending on the
topology of the system and the level of equation substi-
tution that could be achieved [23].

Σ :

{
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)

(2)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the regular state vector, u(t) ∈ Rm
the input vector, and y(t) ∈ Rp the output vector.

In Figure 1b condensed representation xI and xD
are the vectors of energy variables for the storage
elements respectively in integral and derivative causality,
zI and zD, the associated vectors of co-energy variables,
and, Din and Dout, the vector of power variables re-
spectively ingoing and outgoing the dissipative elements.
The constitutive laws of the I, C and R �elds can be
expressed in terms of these vectors:

• with the assumption that the laws are explicit, the
storage �eld can be characterized by(

zI
xD

)
= ΦS (xI , zD) (3)

Considering, in the present paper, mixed causality
with linear laws leads to the following simpli�cation
[12]: (

zI
xD

)
=

(
Si Sid
Sdi S−1d

)(
xI
zD

)
(4)

where
(

Si Sid

Sdi S−1
d

)
is invertible.
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(b) Signi�cant vectors

Figure 1: Condensed representation of multiport systems [23]

• the resistive �eld can be characterized by

Dout = ΦL (Din) (5)

that can be simpli�ed in the linear case as:

Dout = L ·Din (6)

With the assumption that there is no zero-order causal
path of class 5 (5ZCP ) [14, 15] leading to non solvable
junction structure [12] and with explicit constitutive laws,
the following linear relation can be written between the
outputs

(
ẋTI , z

T
D,D

T
in

)
of the junction structure and its

inputs
(
zTI , ẋ

T
D,D

T
out,u

T
)
:

 ẋI
zD
Din

 =

S11 S12 S13 S15

S21 S22 S23 S25

S31 S32 S33 S35




zI
ẋD

Dout

u

 (7)

The system (7) includes the underlying condition
that the internal causal loops of the junction structure
(4ZCP ) [14, 15], if exist, are solved. With a more
general view, this condition corresponds, on one hand,
to the fact that the global Kirchhoff constraints
on cycles and co-cycles of the junction structure are
respected [25], and on the other hand that the basis order
variable of junction structures is also respected [26].
With the constitutive laws (4) and (6), the equation (7)
can be developped under several forms, e.g. generalized
state-space form [23], standard implicit form [12], or
descriptor state-space form [12, 27, 28, 29], the later one
being of interest in this paper.

2.2 Extended form

In this section, we propose to extend the output vector
of the junction structure with any power variable of the
system. The main motivation of this extension is the
important simpli�cation of the bond graph inspection, by
"breaking" causal loops when extracting the descriptor
state-space form from (7).

The related extended signi�cant vector is exposed in
Figure 2, highlighting the variables xλ, that could be
components of Din and/or Dout for instance, or any other
power variables on a bond in the junction structure. With

Junction structure
(0, 1, TF, GY)

Independent 
storages (I,C)

Dependent 
storages (I,C)

Sources (Se, Sf)

Sensors (De, Df)

Dissipation (R)

x

Figure 2: Condensed representation of multiport systems,
considering additional power variables of the junction
structure
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these new variables, the equation (7) becomes :
ẋI
zD
Din

xλ

 =


S11 S12 S13 S14 S15

S21 S22 S23 S24 S25

S31 S32 S33 S34 S35

S41 S42 S43 S44 S45




zI
ẋD

Dout

xλ
u



y =
(
S51 S52 S53 S54 S55

)


zI
ẋD

Dout

xλ
u


(8)

One could note that the sub-matrices from (8) are gen-
erally not the same as the ones of (7). Furthermore, the
di�erences arise from the non-resolution a priori of some
causal loops - the ones involving the variables from xλ in
(8) - which could be 2ZCP , 3ZCP and/or 4ZCP [14, 15],
whereas these loops are necessarily solved in (7).

3 Symbolic determination of the
descriptor state space form

In this section, we propose a LTI descriptor state space
form (1) symbolically determined from the bond graph
model, using the linear storage �eld (4) and linear
dissipation �eld (6) laws, together with the extended
consideration on input and output relations from the
junction structure proposed in (8).

The constitutive laws of dissipation �elds (6) enable
the outputs from the resistive elements Dout with respect
to the other inputs of the junction structure to be ex-
pressed,

Dout = (I− L S33)
−1

[ L S31 zI
+ L S32 ẋD
+ L S34 xλ
+ L S35 u ]

(9)

assuming that the 2ZCP and 3ZCP involving the resis-
tive elements R are solvable, to insure the invertibility of
the matrix (I− L S33). Then, introducing (9) in (8), we
obtain:ẋI

zD
xλ

 =

SII SID SIλ SIU
SDI SDD SDλ SDU
SλI SλD Sλλ SλU




zI
ẋD
xλ
u


y =

(
SY I SY D SY λ SY U

) 
zI
ẋD
xλ
u


(10)

with,

SII = S11 + S13(I− LS33)−1LS31

SID = S12 + S13(I− LS33)−1LS32

SIλ = S14 + S13(I− LS33)−1LS34

SDI = S21 + S23(I− LS33)−1LS31

SDD = S22 + S23(I− LS33)−1LS32

SDλ = S24 + S23(I− LS33)−1LS34

SλI = S41 + S43(I− LS33)−1LS31

SλD = S42 + S43(I− LS33)−1LS32

Sλλ = S44 + S43(I− LS33)−1LS34

SIU = S15 + S13(I− LS33)−1LS35

SDU = S25 + S23(I− LS33)−1LS35

SλU = S45 + S43(I− LS33)−1LS35

SY I = S51 + S53(I− LS33)−1LS31

SY D = S52 + S53(I− LS33)−1LS32

SY λ = S54 + S53(I− LS33)−1LS34

SY U = S55 + S53(I− LS33)−1LS35

(11)

Using the constitutive laws of storage �elds (4), the equa-
tion (10) can be re-written in terms of energy variables
xI and xD, power variables xλ, and in term of the output
vector y. In a �rst step, the variable zD are expressed as,

zD = (I− SDISid)
−1

[ SDISixI
+ SDDẋD
+ SDλxλ
+ SDUu ]

(12)

Then, using (12), the equation (10) can be put on the
LTI descriptor state space form (1) as follows:

II EID 0
0 ED 0
0 EλD 0

 ẋI
ẋD
ẋλ

 =

 AI 0 AIλ

ADI ID ADλ

AλI 0 Iλ + Aλ

xI
xD
xλ

+

BI

BD

Bλ

u

y =

(
CI CD

d(·)
dt

Cλ

)xI
xD
xλ

+
(
D
)
u (13)
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with HD = (I− SDISid)
−1
, and

EID = − [SID + SIISidHDSDD]
ED =

[
S−1d HDSDD

]
EλD = [SλD + SλISidHDSDD]

AI = [SIISi + SIISidHDSDISi]
AIλ = [SIλ + SIISidHDSDλ]
ADI = −

[
Sdi + S−1d HDSDISi

]
ADλ = −

[
S−1d HDSDλ

]
AλI = − [SλISi + SλISidHDSDISi]
Aλ = − [Sλλ + SλISidHDSDλ]

BI = [SIU + SIISidHDSDU ]
BD = −

[
S−1d HDSDU

]
Bλ = − [SλU + SλISidHDSDU ]

CI = [SY ISi + SY ISidHDSDISi]
CD = [SY D + SY ISidHDSDD]
Cλ = [SY λ + SY ISidHDSDλ]

D = [SY U + SY ISidHDSDU ]

(14)

The LTI state-space form (13) is thus generic to any
causal or bicausal bond graph model with linear con-
stitutive laws, where the only assumption is that the
junction structure is solvable. The bond graph model
can have �elds (of type I, C, IC and/or R), zero-order
causal paths of type 1ZCP , 2ZCP , 3ZCP , 4ZCP
[14, 15], and integral, derivative or mixed preferred
causality assignment. An important result is that the
pencil (E,A) of (13) is regular, as we structurally have
det (sE−A) 6= 0 in (13). This justi�es the restriction of
the algebraic framework to this class of systems in this
paper (equation (1)), and also ensures the existence and
the unicity of a solution [2]. It can be underlined that
the form (13) is consistent with the several simpli�ed
forms previously mentionned [7, 12, 13, 17, 28, 29, 30],
and thus proposes a generic and common framework to
these simpli�ed cases.

The form (13) will be used in section 4 to develop
the procedure to build the matching digraph of a bond
graph model (proposition 1).

4 Bond graph/Digraph matching

In the present paper, the directed-graph (digraph) char-
acterization of square matrices is understood as the
Cauchy-Coates representation [10, 18, 19] 2. In the se-
quel, considering the digraph representation of the ma-

2The de�nitions of the several digraph notions used in this sec-
tion can be found in [10].

trix pencil sE−A of (13), an edge between two vertices
related to the matrix E (resp. A) is called an E-edge

(resp. A-edge). By extension, considering the complete
digraph of the system (13), an edge with (resp. without)
a Laplace operator is called an E-edge (resp. A-edge).

4.1 Generic digraph construction from a
bond graph model

4.1.1 Procedure

Proposition 1. Considering the (bi)causal bond graph
model representation of LTI descriptor system (13), the
matching digraph - represented in Figure 3 - is obtained
from the following steps:

1. Each energy variable related to a storage element
with integral causality, each energy variable related
to a storage element with derivative causality, each
power variable chosen in the state vector, each in-
put variable related to a �ow or e�ort source and
each output variable related to a �ow or e�ort sen-
sor is respectively represented by a state vertex xIi ,
xDi

and xλi
, input vertex ui and output vertex yi on

the digraph.

2. Submatrix II : for each state vertex xIi of the digraph
is associated a unitary cycle of type E-edge, with a
unitary weight.

3. Submatrix EID: on the bond graph, each causal path
between the derivative of an energy variable xDi

and
the derivative of an energy variable xIj is represented
on the digraph by an E-edge between the state vertex
xDi and the state vertex xIj , with a weight eIDji

equal to the opposite of the static gain of the causal
path.

4. Submatrix ED: each causal path between the deriva-
tive of an energy variable xDi

and an energy variable
xDj

is represented on the digraph by an E-edge be-
tween the state vertex xDi

and the state vertex xDj
,

with a weight eDji equal to the static gain of the
causal path.

5. Submatrix EλD: each causal path between the deriv-
ative of an energy variable xDi and a power variable
xλj

is represented on the digraph by an E-edge be-
tween the state vertex xDi

and the state vertex xλj
,

with a weight eλDji
equal to the static gain of the

causal path.

6. Submatrix AI : each causal path between an energy
variable xIi and the derivative of an energy variable

5



xIj is represented on the digraph by an A-edge be-
tween the state vertex xIi and the state vertex xIj ,
with a weight aIji equal to the static gain of the causal
path.

7. Submatrix AIλ: each causal path between a power
variable xλi

and the derivative of an energy variable
xIj is represented on the digraph by an A-edge be-
tween the state vertex xλi

and the state vertex xIj ,
with a weight aIλji equal to the static gain of the
causal path.

8. Submatrix ADI : each causal path between an en-
ergy variable xIi and an energy variable xDj

is repre-
sented on the digraph by an A-edge between the state
vertex xIi and the state vertex xDj , with a weight
aDIji equal to the opposite of the static gain of the
causal path.

9. Submatrix ID: to each state vertex xDi
of the digraph

is associated a unitary cycle of type A-edge, with a
unitary weight.

10. Submatrix ADλ: each causal path between a power
variable xλi

and the derivative of an energy variable
xDj

is represented on the digraph by an A-edge be-
tween the state vertex xλi

and the state vertex xDj
,

with a weight aDλji equal to the opposite of the static
gain of the causal path.

11. Submatrix AλI : each causal path between an energy
variable xIi and a power variable xλj

is represented
on the digraph by an A-edge between the state vertex
xIi and the state vertex xλj , with a weight aλIji equal
to the opposite of the static gain of the causal path.

12. Submatrix Iλ: to each state vertex xλi
of the digraph

is associated a unitary cycle of type A-edge, with a
unitary weight.

13. Submatrix Aλ: each causal path between a power
variable xλi and a power variable xλj is represented
on the digraph by an A-edge between the state ver-
tex xλi

and the state vertex xλj
, with a weight aλji

equal to the opposite of the static gain of the causal
path.

The rules 1 to 13 stand for the construction of
the digraph corresponding to the pencil sE − A,
which enables the graphical determination of the
characteristic polynomial of the descriptor system
(13), proposed in [10]. In order to compute the
determinant of the Rosenbrock matrix P(s), the
digraph has to be completed with the following steps
14 to 21:

14. Submatrix BI : each causal path between an input
variable ui and the derivative of an energy variable
xIj is represented on the digraph by an A-edge be-
tween the input vertex ui and the state vertex xIj ,
with a weight bIji equal to the static gain of the
causal path.

15. Submatrix BD: each causal path between an input
variable ui and an energy variable xDj is represented
on the digraph by anA-edge between the input vertex
ui and the state vertex xDj

, with a weight bDji
equal

to the opposite of the static gain of the causal path.

16. Submatrix Bλ: each causal path between an input
variable ui and a power variable xλj is represented
on the digraph by anA-edge between the input vertex
ui and the state vertex xλj

, with a weight bλji
equal

to the opposite of the static gain of the causal path.

17. Submatrix CI : each causal path between an energy
variable xIi and an output variable yj is represented
on the digraph by an A-edge between the state vertex
xIi and the output vertex yj, with a weight CIji equal
to the static gain of the causal path.

18. Submatrix CD: each causal path between the deriv-
ative of an energy variable xDi and an output vari-
able yj is represented on the digraph by an E-edge

between the state vertex xDi
and the output vertex

yj, with a weight cDji
equal to the static gain of the

causal path.

19. Submatrix Cλ: each causal path between a power
variable xλi and an output variable yj is represented
on the digraph by an A-edge between the state ver-
tex xλi

and the output vertex yj, with a weight cλji

equal to the static gain of the causal path.

20. Submatrix D: each causal path between an input
variable ui and an output variable yj is represented
on the digraph by an A-edge between the input ver-
tex ui and the output vertex yj, with a weight dji
equal to the static gain of the causal path.

6



Figure 3: Generic digraph matching to a bond graph model by applying proposition 1

On the digraph representation of Figure 3 obtained
from proposition 1, the following remarks can be high-
lighted:

• the edges of type E are:

� either loops on the energy variable xIi vertices,

� or the edges out-going from the energy variable
xDi vertices,

• the edge of type A are all the other edges.

4.1.2 Example

We consider the model of Figure 4, specifying a �ow
source and an e�ort sensor. According to (13), the state-
space representation is given in (15).

1 0 1
0 1 −1
0 0 0

ṗI1ṗI2
ṗD

 =

 0 0 0
0 0 0

−Id
I1

Id
I2

1


pI1pI2
pD

+

 0
0
−Id

u

y =

[
0 0

d(·)
dt

]pI1pI2
pD

+
[
0
]
u (15)

The corresponding digraph obtained with proposition 1
is given in Figure 5.

1 0

1I

2Ip

1

2I

dI

1I
p

1

Dp

fS
u

eD

y



Figure 4: Bond graph example with energy storage ele-
ment in derivative causality

s

2IId

s
1I

p
2Ip

Dp

1

s

1IId

s

u y

dI s

Figure 5: Corresponding digraph model of Figure 4 model
from proposition 1
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If we augment the state vector in (15) with the power
variable λ speci�ed in Figure 4 and according to (13),
the equation system can be written as (16), equivalent to
(15).

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0



ṗI1
ṗI2
ṗD
λ̇

 =


0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 1

−Id
I1

Id
I2

1 0

0 0 0 1



pI1
pI2
pD
λ

+


0
0
−Id

0

u

y =
[
0 0 0 1

] 
pI1
pI2
pD
λ

+
[
0
]
u (16)

The corresponding digraph obtained with proposition 1
is given in Figure 6.

2IId

s
1I

p
2Ip

Dp

1

s

1IId

u y

1


dI 1s

1

1

Figure 6: Corresponding digraph model of Figure 4 bond
graph with the additional state variable λ

Remark : for the sake of clarity, Figure 6 digraph shows
the E�edges with the Laplace operator in their respec-
tive weights, to clearly highlight these edges.

4.1.3 Consideration of zero-order causal cycles

The digraph corresponding to a bond graph model re-
quires the determination of the static gains of the causal
paths, which potentially can be generalized 3, depending

3i.e. in the sequence of the constitutive variables of the path,
some variables (�ow or e�ort) can appear more than once [16].

on the state variables chosen in (13) (i.e. with or without
power variables xλ in addition of the energy variables
xI and xD). First, the presence of all the energy vari-
ables (i.e. dependant and independant) in the state vec-
tor means that all 1ZCP and 3ZCP involving I and/or
C elements are not solved a priori , and are "cut" by the
fact of having to explicitely express one of the variables
belonging to each of these causal loops. Secondly, the ab-
sence of power variables xλ in the state vector requires to
solve all the "other ZCP", i.e. 2ZCP , 3ZCP involving
only R elements, and also 4ZCP . The case of 2ZCP and
3ZCP involving only R elements is detailed in [31, 32],
noticing that structurally in (9),

(I− LS33)−1 =

∞∑
l=0

(LS33)
l

(17)

This corresponds to a causal loop that is browsed an
in�nite number of times, without modi�cation of its
order. It is also worth noticing that the form (17) leads
to the solvability condition of Rosenberg & Andry

[33], to ensure the convergence of the series.

The important idea of augmenting the state vector
with power variables is the potential gain of simplicity
when inspecting the bond graph by reducing the number
of zero-order causal cycles to be considered to build the
state-space formulation (13) as well as the corresponding
digraph (proposition 1).

4.2 Digraph/bond matching between di-
graph cycles and bond graph cycles

By de�nition and construction with the proposition 1, an
edge on the digraph corresponds on the bond graph to
a causal path between two given variables of the state
vector (or their derivatives with respect to time), with-
out any other chosen state variable occurring in this path.
Given the fact that a digraph path is an oriented sequence
of edges such that the initial vertex of each succeeding
edge is the �nal vertex of the preceding edge [10], the
corresponding notion in bond graph is a causal path go-
ing through the di�erent variables associated with the
vertices involved in the digraph oriented path. A digraph
cycle is a speci�c oriented closed path in which the ini-
tial vertex and the �nal vertex are the same and in which
no vertex is reached more than once, except the initial-
�nal vertex. In bond graph, considering the variables of
the state vector, the digraph cycle corresponds to a causal
cycle in which a variable associated with a digraph vertex
is reached only once. This correspondence is illustrated in
Figure 7 on example page 7 from corresponding digraph
of Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Correspondence between the bond graph cycles
(a) and the digraph cycles (b) on page 7 example

5 Conclusion

For the class of LTI descriptor systems (1), we have pro-
posed in this paper an extension of the junction structure
matrix (section 2.2), adding any power variable of inter-
est, and leading to the proposition of an extended sym-
bolic determination of the descriptor state space system
from a (bi)causal bond graph without preferred causality
assignment, with potentially zero-order causal paths of
type 1ZCP , 2ZCP , 3ZCP , 4ZCP , and R and/or I/C
�elds (section 3). An important result on the regularity
of the matrix pencil (sE−A) for this class of system has
been highlighted. A bond graph/digraph matching has
then been proposed (section 4), with a dedicated digraph
construction procedure (proposition 1). This work could
be seen as the core material to adapt the existing digraph
procedure [10, 19] for the graphical determination of de-
terminants on the bond graph model [22]. Before, this
requires a completion of the bond graph/digraph match-
ing introduced in section 4.2 by introducing, �rst, the
notion of supplemented digraph, involving feedback edges
from each output to each input [19]. Previous considera-
tions on cycles correspondence can naturally be general-
ized to the input variables ui and output variables yi of
the system (i.e. on one hand, the related vertex in the di-
graph, and on the other hand, source and sensor elements
in the bond graph). The digraph/bond graph matching
can then be established between the supplemented di-
graph cycles involving the input and output vertices, and
the input/output causal paths on the corresponding bond
graph, and then completed by the correspondance of cy-
cle family on the supplemented digraph and bond graph
family as de�ned in [21].
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